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In this paper, we present Harmony, a holistic messaging middleware for distributed,

event-driven systems. Harmony supports various communication paradigms and

heterogeneous networks. The key novelty of Harmony is the unified provision of end-

to-end quality of service, security, and resiliency, which shields the applications from

the underlying network dynamics, failures, and security configurations. We describe

the Harmony architecture in the context of cyber-physical business applications and

elaborate on the design of its critical system components, including routing, security,

and mobility support.

INTRODUCTION

Distributed event-driven applications have become

increasingly popular in recent years, in part as a

result of the proliferation of embedded computation

and communication capabilities. Examples of these

applications include energy and utility grids, intel-

ligent transportation, telemedicine, industrial con-

trol, and inventory management. Until recently,

most of these systems were deployed on a relatively

small scale, typically using proprietary hardware

and software components, such as special-purpose

processors and operating systems. However, as the

scope of these applications increases to cover a

much larger number of nodes and they are

distributed across larger geographic areas, a migra-

tion from mostly proprietary solutions to commo-

ditized hardware, software, and networking

technologies is desirable. While this migration will

be aided by the pervasive deployment of wired and

wireless networks, the commoditization of secure

hardware components, and the maturing of virtual-

ization technologies, it will only become feasible if

the new infrastructures succeed in providing real-

time performance, reliability, security, and privacy

features on par with those associated with custom-

ized and proprietary solutions.

This paper presents Harmony, a novel messaging

middleware for distributed, event-driven applica-

tions with stringent requirements for security,

resiliency, and quality-of-service (QoS) parameters

such as delay and throughput. It can operate on

heterogeneous infrastructures using both wired and

wireless networking technologies, and leverage the
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emerging capabilities in the area of trusted com-

puting hardware.

To handle the mobility of and dynamic associations

between endpoints, Harmony provides capabilities

for autonomous organization of endpoints into

domains based on their credentials, administrative

ownership, application attributes, network connec-

tivity, location, etc. Connectivity between these

domains is controlled by security mechanisms that

ensure delivery of encrypted messages to authorized

endpoints only. The overlay is QoS-aware—i.e., it

routes messages so as to achieve target levels of delay

and throughput, and employs resilient multipath

routing and message storage techniques to ensure

message delivery in the presence of a wide range of

failure scenarios, including both independent and

correlated failures. Harmony abstracts the capabili-

ties and states of underlying physical devices, such as

sensors, actuators, and processing nodes, to the

application layer, and provides application program-

ming interfaces (APIs) that facilitate the dynamic

deployment of software components onto the most

appropriate physical devices, as well as maintaining

interconnections between these components.

The security, resiliency and QoS requirements of

event-driven applications have to date been ad-

dressed only in a piecewise manner; this approach

increases deployment and management complexity,

reduces performance, and is error-prone. This is

particularly the case when these piecewise solutions

are individually developed with different models

and assumptions concerning the underlying net-

work and set of systems. As a result, it is nontrivial

to introduce these solutions into an existing system

and achieve the performance, resiliency, and secu-

rity levels required by critical infrastructure appli-

cations, such as energy production and distribution,

telemedicine, and intelligent transportation. In

contrast, Harmony takes a holistic approach by

providing the critical system capabilities through a

unified architecture and an array of novel tech-

niques that interact seamlessly with each other.

ARCHITECTURE
An event-driven system typically consists of a large

set of endpoints that are distributed over a large

geographic area and span many different physical

communication networks. For example, in a ‘‘cyber-

physical-business’’ (CPB) application,
1

a system

collects information about the physical world

through embedded sensor devices, using advanced

sensor and wireless communication technology.

This information is sent to the back-end processing

center through wide-area networks, normally the

Internet, and the processing results are further

dispatched to actuators in the field for closed-loop

feedback control or to the front ends for user

awareness and decision support.

The messaging layers in such systems must be able

to support various communication paradigms, such

as the unicast, multicast, and publish/subscribe

models. In the publish/subscribe model, the end-

points may not directly communicate with each

other. Instead, the messages pass through mediation

agents or brokers that compare the messages with

the subscriptions and locate the intended receivers.

Also, the period of the subscriptions may be

specified as an event consisting of one or multiple

messages. Nevertheless, Harmony focuses on the

networking support of delivering individual mes-

sages among the communicating endpoints (sen-

sors, brokers, processing elements, actuators, etc.),

subject to various nonfunctional requirements of the

applications. In particular, many event-driven ap-

plications rely heavily on the quality parameters of

end-to-end communications, such as latency and

throughput, so that the system can respond to the

physical events in real time and in a deterministic

manner. Moreover, the system must achieve a high

degree of resiliency in the presence of various

network and system failure scenarios, and provide

security and privacy protection for the messages as

they pass through the system.

We have developed a messaging middleware,

Harmony, which addresses the above challenges

through a holistic architecture. As shown in

Figure 1, the Harmony architecture consists of a

data plane, a routing plane, and a management

plane.

The data plane supports various communication

paradigms and patterns through a unified messaging

substrate. Depending on the requirements of the

application, this substrate may deliver the messages

through multiple parallel paths for increased resil-

iency and throughput, with various source and

network coding schemes being employed along

these paths. For security and privacy protection, the

messages are encrypted and authenticated at the
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source, so that no adversary can eavesdrop or

tamper with the traffic in transit.

The routing plane involves a set of overlay routing

mechanisms for establishing and maintaining the

end-to-end paths within the infrastructure nodes,

subject to the QoS, security, and resiliency require-

ments of the application. It also provides sensor

routing mechanisms for the embedded sensors to

self-organize into a communication network, possi-

bly using non–IP (non–Internet Protocol) technolo-

gy. The topology of these networks is optimized

based on a distributed monitoring mechanism that

periodically collects essential network characteris-

tics, such as link quality and available resources at

different nodes.

The management plane provides the essential

management functionalities, such as registering the

application endpoints, configuring the security

policies, and detecting the current system and

network nodes status. Using a directory service,

such information is shared and updated across the

entire system in an efficient and consistent manner.

The real-time system states can further be visualized

in an interactive control console for the purpose of

system diagnosis.

DESIGN

In the following, we briefly describe the design of

the Harmony system. Due to space limitations, we

focus on a few critical system components here,

namely QoS-aware and resilient routing, security

provisioning, and mobility support.

QoS-aware and resilient routing

The end-to-end paths are established in Harmony

through two tiers of routing mechanisms: intra-

domain routing and inter-domain routing. Each

routing domain consists of a set of nodes that are

relatively close to each other and able to commu-

nicate through a given medium (e.g., wireless

channel or Ethernet) and protocol stack (e.g., TCP/

IP [Transmission-Control Protocol/Internet Proto-

col], sensor).

The function of intra-domain routing can be stated

as follows: Given the node locations, interconnec-

Figure 1
Harmony architecture
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tion topology, failure statistics, and event stream

requirements, an end-to-end path must be computed

and constructed (consisting of one or more sub-

paths) between the source and the destination end

points, that jointly: (1) satisfies QoS objectives (i.e.,

meets the end-to-end delay requirements); (2)

satisfies resiliency constraints (i.e., maintains the

required level of message delivery despite both

independent and correlated failures); and (3) opti-

mizes resource utilization (cost). Once multiple sub-

paths are constructed, the messages are duplicated

along each sub-path. In other words, a message is

lost if and only if all sub-paths fail simultaneously.

We consider two types of node failures: independent

and geographically correlated failures. For the

independent failure model, we associate each node

with an independent failure probability. With

respect to geographically correlated failures, we

consider that faults affect an area which is repre-

sented as a disk with a given center and a radius of

exponentially distributed length. We then use the

euclidean distance to compute the failure correla-

tions among the nodes. The key advantage of the

correlated disk-failure model is that although

simplistic, it allows for effective, tractable, and

practical definition of the geographical failure

correlations among various nodes.

The main challenge in path computation is that the

combination of correlated as well as independent

failures results in a reliability function that is non-

convex. As such, traditional flow optimization and

linear programming techniques cannot be directly

applied. Therefore, in order to solve the optimiza-

tion problem, we decompose it into two basic steps.

In the first step, we compute k non-disjoint shortest

paths ordered by their respective delays. This is

done by using an efficient variant of the well-known

k-shortest path algorithm. In the second step, we use

a search algorithm to calculate the most cost-

efficient combination of these paths that satisfies the

resiliency requirement. As the resiliency computa-

tion is a complicated non-polynomial-time process,

we use an efficient heuristic, based on the branch-

and-cut algorithm, to reduce the number of com-

putations. Specifically, we eliminate a number of

candidate routes (and thus the computation over-

head) by computing the resiliency of those routes

that have multiple paths and ignoring all routes that

are subsets of multipath routes which have a

resiliency below the requirement.

In contrast, inter-domain routing is jointly per-

formed by gateway nodes of multiple domains.

These nodes may be spread over a large geographic

area, and their total may grow to a large number.

They may also be mobile, as domains can move and

be created or removed dynamically. As a result, we

explore distributed routing schemes for inter-do-

main routing that would be scalable and efficient in

terms of mobility support. Proactive routing

schemes, such as the standard link state (SLS) and

standard distance vector (SDV) schemes,
2

continu-

ously maintain routing information. These may be

efficient for high-traffic workloads, but can be too

costly for high-mobility nodes. Reactive schemes,

such as dynamic source routing (DSR),
3

compute

paths when requests arrive. These schemes may be

effective for high-mobility nodes but may not be

efficient for high-traffic workloads. As we expect the

gateway nodes in Harmony to be semi-mobile and

the traffic among them to be high, we plan to

explore hybrid routing schemes that will be suitable

for our particular environment.

Security provisioning

Harmony was designed, from its inception, with

built-in security mechanisms. In particular, we

leverage the advances in secure hardware such as

the trusted platform module (TPM) microcontroller

that is available in most commodity PCs today. The

TPM provides capabilities for securely generating

and storing the cryptographic keys, as well as

remote attestation (i.e., the reporting, by a trusted-

platform device, of its integrity state) and verifica-

tion. These capabilities can be used to secure both

the management plane and the data plane in the

Harmony system.

In order to prevent an adversary from hijacking the

system, we verify the identity and security status of

each Harmony node when it joins the system. This is

done through a direct anonymous attestation (DAA)

process as described in Reference 4. The basic idea

is to establish the trust chain from the endorsement

key (EK) that is embedded in the chip during its

manufacture. The TPM also reports its platform

configuration register (PCR) values, which store the

signatures of the critical system states (e.g., boot

sector and binary files), so that the system can

ensure that it has not been compromised or

tampered with in the past. Based on these security

bindings, the source and the destination nodes can
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further negotiate shared keys which are used to

encrypt and authenticate the data traffic.

We also considered scenarios where the Harmony

system consists of nodes with heterogeneous secu-

rity capabilities for the secure hardware or software

available on the devices. In these cases, each node is

associated with a security label, and multiple nodes

with the same label further form a security domain.

Depending on the application requirements, the

traffic can be confined within one or multiple

security domains that provide the desired level of

protection for the in-transit traffic. In this case, the

overlay routing algorithm discussed earlier is

applied separately in each security domain, so that

the resulting security-enforced paths also satisfy the

QoS and resiliency requirements.

Mobility support

The endpoints in an event-driven system, especially

the sensor and actuator nodes, are often mobile.

Thus, it is critical for Harmony to provide seamless

mobility support. From the end-to-end communica-

tion perspective, this is achieved through late

binding between the application identifiers and the

Harmony addresses for these mobile endpoints.

Specifically, each endpoint has a unique application

identifier, which does not change as it moves. In

contrast, when a mobile endpoint is attached to

Harmony from a different location, it is reassigned a

new Harmony address. The mapping between

application identifiers and Harmony addresses is

maintained internally by Harmony. In this way, the

endpoint mobility is transparent to the application,

which deals only with the stable application

identifiers, while Harmony can always divert the

traffic to the current location of an endpoint based

on its latest Harmony address.

Despite these functions, transient message losses

may occur during the period when a mobile

endpoint changes its Harmony address, because it

takes some time (up to a few seconds) for the

endpoint to acquire a new address and update the

directory. To minimize such service interruptions,

we developed several intelligent association

schemes that can reduce the expected frequency of

handoffs for the mobile endpoints. We use the

association that has the longest lifetime, which is the

optimal scheme when the node has a predictable

mobility pattern. In practice, however, an endpoint

may have a complicated mobility pattern that is

unknown in advance.

To address this issue, we proposed two online

association algorithms that seek to estimate the

lifetime of each association and make the associa-

tion decisions accordingly. The first algorithm

simply selects an attaching point uniformly at

random from the available ones. Despite its sim-

plicity, this algorithm provides a worst-case com-

petitive ratio of log K, where K is the maximum

number of attaching points available at any time.

& Harmony is designed with
built-in security mechanisms. &

Our second online algorithm uses the past move-

ment trajectories of an endpoint to predict its future

movements. Given the estimated future trajectory,

we can predict how long each available association

can persist, and then choose the one with the

longest predicted lifetime. Details of these two

schemes are described in Reference 5. Our extensive

trace-driven simulations show that they can reduce

the handoff frequency for typical mobile endpoints

by 40 percent as compared to the existing signal-

strength-based association schemes.
5

RELATED WORK

In this section we compare Harmony to other state-

of-the-art messaging middleware and overlay net-

working technologies.

Much of the existing messaging middleware, such

as Gryphon
6

or Siena,
7

focuses on providing

scalable and efficient communication using the

publish/subscribe model. This is achieved by a

number of techniques that optimize broker perfor-

mance, such as matching latency, system through-

put, and availability. However, communication in

such systems is typically based on TCP/TP over the

Internet. Little consideration has been given to the

end-to-end communication performance parame-

ters, such as latency and resiliency, in the context of

event-driven applications that may run over mobile,

low-capacity, and failure-prone networks. As such,

Harmony and these existing systems can comple-

ment each other and work together as a responsive

and reliable messaging substrate for event-driven

applications.
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Java** Message Service (JMS)
8

is a set of APIs and

programming models for point-to-point and pub-

lish/subscribe messaging. A JMS provider imple-

ments its own messaging infrastructure for routing

and transportation of messages between JMS clients,

resulting in non-interoperability due to the use of

different transport protocols and wire formats. On

the other hand, the Advanced Message Queuing

Protocol** (AMQP)
9

enables complete interopera-

bility by explicitly defining the semantics of each

AMQP node through its service model, and by

specifying common wire formats for message

transfer. Both JMS and AMQP provide only interface

and message format specifications, while assuming

the existence of a provider or a messaging layer. In

contrast, Harmony not only exposes a set of APIs

that are compatible with JMS, but also provides a

system implementation that accomplishes reliable,

secure, and QoS-aware message delivery.

Recently there has been a large body of work on the

use of overlay networks to improve Internet

communication in terms of QoS and resiliency (see

References 10 and 11 and the references therein).

Harmony has similarities with these solutions, such

as the use of multipath communication for improved

resiliency. However, Harmony differs from them

fundamentally in that it addresses the unique

characteristics of distributed, event-driven systems,

such as correlated failures and mobile endpoints, in

a holistic manner.

CONCLUSION

With the increasing popularity of distributed event-

driven applications, there is a strong need for a

unified messaging solution to address the compli-

cated performance, resiliency, and security require-

ments essential to these applications. To this end,

we have created the architecture and design of the

Harmony messaging middleware, which can pro-

vide an abstract layer of secure, QoS-aware, and

resilient messaging on top of commoditized and

heterogeneous hardware, software, and network

infrastructure.

We have implemented a prototype of the Harmony

system and integrated it with the Internet-Scale

Control System (iCS), an intelligent energy and

utility distribution system developed by the IBM

Research Division. Through this integration, iCS not

only benefits from the greatly reduced complexity in

maintaining the communication infrastructure, but

also extends its functionalities and end-to-end

performance assurances in terms of timeliness,

robustness, and security. Currently, we are investi-

gating various optimization techniques that can

further improve the scalability and efficiency of

Harmony in a large enterprise application setting.
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